Weyl semimetals host linear energy dispersions around Weyl nodes, as well as monopoles of Berry curvature in momentum space around these points. These features give rise to unique transport signatures in a Weyl semimetal, such as transverse transport without an applied magnetic field, known as anomalous transport. The type-II Weyl semimetal, recently experimentally demonstrated in several materials, is classified by a tilting of the Weyl nodes. This paper provides a theoretical study on thermoelectric transport in time-reversal breaking type-II Weyl semimetals. Our results examine the balance between anomalous and non-anomalous contributions to the Nernst effect when subject to an external magnetic field. We also show how increasing scattering times have on enhancing effect on thermoelectric transport in these materials. Since a temperature-dependent chemical potential has been theoretically shown to be paramount when considering anomalous transport, we also study how similar considerations impact the Nernst thermopower in the non-anomalous case.
Weyl semimetals host linear energy dispersions around Weyl nodes, as well as monopoles of Berry curvature in momentum space around these points. These features give rise to unique transport signatures in a Weyl semimetal, such as transverse transport without an applied magnetic field, known as anomalous transport. The type-II Weyl semimetal, recently experimentally demonstrated in several materials, is classified by a tilting of the Weyl nodes. This paper provides a theoretical study on thermoelectric transport in time-reversal breaking type-II Weyl semimetals. Our results examine the balance between anomalous and non-anomalous contributions to the Nernst effect when subject to an external magnetic field. We also show how increasing scattering times have on enhancing effect on thermoelectric transport in these materials. Since a temperature-dependent chemical potential has been theoretically shown to be paramount when considering anomalous transport, we also study how similar considerations impact the Nernst thermopower in the non-anomalous case.
I. INTRODUCTION
Weyl semimetals have generated exceptional attention in recent years [1] [2] [3] . Weyl semimetals are characterized by their linear energy dispersion with massless excitations, known as Weyl fermions 4 . These linear disperions meet at distinct points, called Weyl nodes, which come in pairs. Another prominent feature of Weyl semimetals is Berry curvature, which acts like a magnetic field monopole in momentum space around each of the nodal pairs 5 . Pairs of Weyl nodes will come in opposite chirality, corresponding to Berry monopoles of positive and negative charge 6 . The presense of topologically protected Fermi arcs, open contours of states on the Brillouin zone surface, is a unique consequence of bulk Berry curvature in Weyl semimetals 7 . Bulk Weyl fermions and Fermi arcs are key features of a Weyl semimetal's characteristic behavior and allow for experimentally accessible attributes.
These unique characteristics have been probed in various newly-discovered Weyl semimetals in recent years. TaAs is the first of these materials, whose Weylcharacteristic Fermi arc was reported in ARPES [8] [9] [10] . Additionally, type-II Weyl semimetals have also recently been predicted and confirmed. A type-II Weyl semimetal differs from a type-I Weyl semimetal in that type-II contains tiled Weyl nodes whereas type-I contains Weyl nodes that are perpendicular to its momentum plane [11] [12] [13] [14] . The transition metal dichalcogenide MoTe 2 has shown to be a type-II Weyl semimetal, both from ARPES data as well as DFT 13, 15, 16 . A key attribute of type-II Weyl semimetals is that their tilted Weyl nodes lead to a finite density of electrons and holes at the Weyl energy, where the nodal points exist.
Another important feature of Weyl semimetals is the behavior of transport in these materials. The Berry monopoles generate distinct signatures for a Weyl semimetal. For example, Weyl semimetals will exhibit a chiral anomaly when an electric field and magnetic field are applied in parallel directions [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . The chiral anomaly generates anomalous transport and negative longitudinal magnetoresistance, which have been experimentally observed 23, 24 . Furthermore, both theoretical and experimental results for thermoelectric transport have come out in recent years [25] [26] [27] [28] . Previous work in anomalous transport without an applied external magnetic field in type-II Weyl semimetals have indicated that the tilt in a type-II Weyl semimetal has broad impacts on the electric, thermal, and thermoelectric transport properties as well as the Nernst effect [29] [30] [31] . Additionally, it has been shown that the role of the temperature dependent chemical potential yields important contributions when considering anomalous transport. This paper extends these results to include non-anomalous contributions to the transport, and investigate similar phenomena in the Nernst thermopower.
A primary purpose of this paper is to include the magnetic field when examining the Nernst effect in type-II Weyl semimetals. This paper differs from its predecessors in that, not only does it include a magnetic field and temperature-dependent chemical potential, it also encompasses a scattering time. While preliminary research has been done in electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity, and thermoelectric conductivity for Weyl semimetals 26,27,29 , we seek to expand upon these ideas with the Nernst effect. The Nernst effect is more experimentally pertinent, such as in the case of the Weyl semimetal NbP 25 . The model used in this paper strives to capture Nernst thermopower from the minimal working lattice model for a time-reversal breaking type-II Weyl semimetal 32 . In this paper, Section II discusses the model we use along with calculations involving Berry curvature, temperature dependence on the chemical potential, and semiclassical Boltzmann transport. Section III shows the results of our transport calculations for a variety of temperatures, magnetic fields, scattering times, Weyl node tilts, and Fermi energies. We also look at the effect of applying a magnetic field and the effect of a temperaturedependent chemical potential. Section IV presents remaining conclusions, future outlooks, and closing remarks.
II. MODEL
We use the following Hamiltonian model for a timereversal breaking Weyl semimetal 32 :
whereσ 0 is the identity matrix, a is the lattice spacing, t, t z , γ z , and m are all energy hopping parameters, k 0 is the distance between Weyl nodes in k-space, and γ controls the tilt of the Weyl cones. The energy, E(k x , k y , k z ), that results from Equation (1) for several γ values is shown for k x = k y = 0 in Fig. 1 (a-c). We chose this Hamiltonian over the continuum Hamiltonian. The continuum model is given aŝ
where χ is chirality, v F is the Fermi speed, and k 0 is the spacing between Weyl nodes. Since the type-I to type-II transition occurs at γ = v F , the continuum model is useful for γ < v F . However, in the type-II regime, the continuum model in Equation (2) is unphysical. At γ > v F , Equation (2) produces an electron and hole pocket that are not closed for larger values of k while Equation (1) yields Fermi pockets that are bounded in these regions. This discrepancy in models prompted us to use Equation (1) when considering transport. Equation (1) also allows for a separation in pairs of electron and hole pockets centered around each of the Weyl nodes. This type-I to type-II transition occurs at γ = 2t z − 3γ z .
A. Berry Curvature
Equation (1) can be written in the formĤ
The purpose of expressing Equation (1) in this way is to calculate the Berry curvature, which is defined by 33 ,
ijl is the Levi-Civita tensor and n denotes the n-th band. Berry curvature will play an important role in transport, taking a role similar to a magnetic field. Although γ will influence the behavior of transport, it will not impact the Berry curvature since d 0 (k) does not enter into Equation (3) . Another feature that Berry curvature produces in Weyl semimetals is anomalous transport, or transverse transport without an applied magnetic field. Berry curvature will provide a transverse contribution when considering transport, leading to anomalous transport.
B. Chemical Potential's Dependence on Temperature
Chemical potential is nearly constant with metals of high densities of electrons at degenerate temperatures. However, the case we consider is with low density semimetals, which have strong temperature dependencies at experimentally pertinent temperatures 25, 30 . We can calculate the temperature dependence on the chemical potential by self-consistently solving for µ(T ) for a fixed density:
where the energy E is given through the Weyl Hamiltonian from Equation (1), n is the density, T is the temperature, and g(E) is the density of states. The density of states is given by
where G n (k, E) is the n-th band Green function.
In the type-I region of γ, g(E) will generically occur at the Weyl point energy due to symmetry in the electron and hole bands 25 . This results in chemical potential shifting in the type-I Weyl semimetal around the Weyl points as temperature increases. µ(T ) will asymptotically approach the Weyl energy but will never cross this enegy level in the type-I limit. However, in the type-II region of γ, the electron and hole bands are generally no longer symmetric about the Weyl energy as tilt becomes more manifest. This asymmetry between the bands leads to the minimum value shifting in g(E) above or below the Weyl energy. Example plots of g(E) for different values of γ are shown in Fig. 1(d-f) . At γ = 0, we see g(E) achieves its minimum value at the nodal energy, E = 0. For values of γ in the type-II region, we see the nodal tilt breaks the electron-hole symmetry, resulting in a shift in the minimum of g(E) away from the nodal energy. Fig.  1(d-f) illustrates the effect of this shifting minimum of g(E) on the chemical potential for a variety of γ's. For low values of γ, Fig. 1(h) and Fig. 1(i) shows that the chemical potential shifts to the Weyl energy. The µ(T ) curves shift to where the Weyl energy occurs on a scale that is roughly the distance that E F is away from the energy that g(E) achieves its minimum. For larger values of γ, the temperature scale over which µ(T ) shifts to the Weyl node energy becomes larger than the appropriate FIG. 1: The parameters m = 3t, t z = t, and k 0 a = π/2 were used in each of the above plots. (a-c) shows the energy dispersion from the Hamiltonian listed in Equation (1) . The electron band is in red while the hole band is in blue. Columns (a), (d), and (g) are at γ = 0; Columns (b), (e), and (h) are at γ = 1.2t; and columns (c), (f), and (j) are at γ = 2t. Plots (d-f) show the density of states, g(E), with the local minimum shifting with γ. The plots (g-i) are of the chemical potential, µ(T ), at various values of the Fermi energy: E F = 0.4t is red, E F = 0.2t is green, and E F = 0 is blue. scales we consider.
C. Transport Definition
The linear responses to an electric field E and temperature gradient −∇T are given through the Onsager transport equations 34 :
J e is the electric current density and J q is the heat current density. The transport coefficients in Eqn. (6) can be calculated by solving the non-equilibrium distribution function with the Boltzmann formalism. For a scattering time τ , we used the relaxation time approximation, − f −f0 τ , in the steady-state Boltzmann equation so that the non-equilibrium distribution, f , is given by 26, 27, 35, 36 ,
The equations for electric current density, J e and heat current density J q are respectively given as 26, 29, [35] [36] [37] [38] ,
and
The group velocity is v ≡ ∇ k E, β =
With the current densities defined in Equations (8) and (9), Equation (6) can be used to solve for individual transport coefficients. With an applied magnetic field B = Be z along the z-direction, the non-equilibrium distribution can be solved through Equation (7) and the two equations of motion for a particle of charge q in the n-th band: 
where D = (1 + e B · Ω) −1 is a coupling term of the magnetic field and the Berry field 26 . Additionally, m ij is the ij-th entry of the effective mass tensor, where the inverse effective mass is defined as m
With the definitions of Equations (10) and (11), we can define the conductivity coefficients:
and the thermoelectric transport coefficients:
where
is the entropy density function. This also describes the anomalous contributions to the transverse transport coefficients, taking B = 0, which becomes
We will examine the experimentally relevant quantity, the Nernst effect 25 , which is described in terms of the Onsager transport coefficients:
The notation of α xyz indicates an electric field responding in thex direction, a temperature gradiant in theŷ direction, and an applied magnetic field in theẑ direction.
III. TRANSPORT RESULTS
To calculate the Nernst effect in the type-I and type-II Weyl systems, we put B in theẑ direction and a −∇T in theŷ direction.
A. Scattering dependence of Nernst effect
Nernst Effect vs. Temperature
We will first consider the Nernst effect as functions of temperature for various τ and Fermi energy values shown in in Figure 2 . As τ increases, the Nernst effect is enhanced as a function of temperature, which is shown in Figure 1 . The maximas of the Nernst thermopower generally increase in magnitude and occur at higher temperatures as τ increases. The peak's tendency toward positive temperatures with increasing τ is due to the c x in the (c x − D) terms in Equations (14) and (15) . In Equation (10) and Equation (11) for large values of τ , c y and c x both go as ∼ τ to lowest order. This leads to an overall positive shift in the integrands for the thermoelectric coefficients.
The increase in the apex values of α xyz is explained by the scattering times multiplying the entirety of Equations (14) to (15) . Each of the transport coefficients have a τ multiplying their integrals so that as τ increases, so does the overall magnitude of the transport coefficients. However, the Nernst effect, from Equation (18), relies on L ET xy and L ET xx in the numerator, which each go as ∼ 1/T . The result is the most prominent contributions to the thermoelectric coefficient are when the temperature is lower and tapers off with higher temperatures.
Nernst Effect vs. Magnetic Field Strength
We now examine the Nernst effect as a function of magnetic field strength for numerous scattering times, shown in Figure 2 . Two distinct regions are present. One region is the low scattering limit, where the field dependence of the Nernst thermopower is close to linear; the other is the high scattering limit, where the Nernst thermopower is nearly antisymmetric with respect to the field. The slight asymmetry is due to the time-reversal breaking and is a result of the anomalous effects from Berry curvature, so that at B = 0 α xyz is non-zero. This offset contribution is given in Equations (16) and (17) . Although most apparent at B = 0, the anomalous contributions permeate for all values of B. Since the time-reversal symmetry is broken in the Hamiltonian from Equation (1), this anomalous offset from pure antisymmetry must always remain 29 .
In Figure 2 and 3, we see that as we increase the Fermi energy, E F , from left to right in the figure, that curve shapes are mostly unaffected. The main difference is the scaling of Figure 3 , which compresses and shifts toward −α xyz . Since f 0 goes as e E−µ k B T and since µ(T ) will generally experience an upward shift as E F increases as shown in Figure 1(g-i) , then it follows that as µ(T ) increases from E F , then f 0 will both broaden and shift with T . Since f 0 is spreading out over a broader range of T , then f −f0 τ from Equation (7) will be more sensitive over a larger range of temperatures. The manifestation of this sensitivity is that a change in E F generates a change in the α xyz for small values of τ .
B. Nernst Effect for a Variety of Temperatures and
Magnetic Fields
Nersnt Effect vs. Temperature
Plots of the Nernst effect as a function of the temperature for a variety of magnetic fields are given in Figure  4(a-c) . The chemical potential crossing the nodal energy with temperature has an important effect on the temperature dependence of α xyz . The energy at which µ(T ) crosses the Weyl energy is also the energy at which the Berry curvature is the strongest, so µ(T ) has important consequences on transport. c x and c y from Equations (10) and (11) go like ∼ B. For |B|, the magnitude of the non-anomalous parts will tend to enhance for Equations (12) to (15) . However, entries in
So, as temperature changes in α xyz , the modulated magnetic field is most strongly represented in the L ET contribution. As temperature increases, the effects of the Fermi distribution's temperature dependence wash out terms that go as for varying magnetic field in the Nernst effect.
As the scattering time goes from a low value of 10 /t (Figure 4(a) ), to a medium value of 100 /t ( Figure  4(b) ), and a high value of 300 /t (Figure 4(c) ), the scattering time impacts the degree to which the anomalous transport is expressed from Equations (16) and Equations (17) . The Nernst curves around α xyz = 0 in the medium and high scattering regimes are nearly symmetric, where the asymmetry from anomalous contributions is washed out. Higher τ values de-emphasize the role of anomalous transport in the Nernst effect. A slight deviation to signify the anomalous effect is barely distinct when α xyz = 0 at B = 0 in 4(b). On the other hand, at low scattering values in Figure 4(a) , the anomalous contribution is more apparent, with both discernible asymmetries and α xyz curves at nonzero field that are similarly scaled to α xyz at B = 0.
Nersnt Effect vs. Magnetic Field Strength
We now consider the Nernst effect as a function of the magnetic field strength for an assortment of temperatures in Figure 4(d-f) . These curve shapes also appear antisymmetric for larger values of τ and temperatures away from T = 0. Terms involving D and B from Equations (12) through (15) relate the dependence here. At smaller temperatures, the f 0 function from the Boltzmann equation in Equation (7) approaches a step function between 0 and 1 which depends on the sign of E − µ. This behavior influences how f changes in the presence of a magnetic field. Since the nonequilibrium distribution satisfies 0 ≤ f ≤ 1, then the left hand side of Equation (7) will balance this maximal difference between f and f 0 as f 0 approaches a step function. This results in f becoming more sensitive to the magnetic field. At low temperatures, the anomalous terms become prominent, as they reach a maximum value as a function of temperature (like the blue functions in Figure 4(d-f) ) and settle toward 0 contribution. Similar to before, the Nernst effect plots in Figure 4 (df) approach antisymmetry for larger scattering times and at large values of temperature. Although, the deviation from antisymmetry still exists due to the anomalous contributions. The break from antisymmetry is most evident for smaller temperatures in each of the purple curves in Figure 4(d-f) . This indicates the anomalous contributions are strongest at smaller τ and T values. We also notice that as the temperature increases, the Nernst curves approach close to α xyz = 0 and then rebound away, matching the previously identified behavior of the temperature dependence reaching a minimum and then decreasing.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have presented a study of the Nernst effect in type-II Weyl semimetals, where we have adjusted nodal tilt, Fermi energy, temperature, mangetic field, and scattering time. We have demonstrated an enhancement in the Nernst effect with increasing the scattering time, and how the scattering time shifts the maximas of the Nernst curve. We have also identified a generic reduction in the α xyz curve with increasing Fermi energy. Furthermore, we have found the anomalous transport behaviors are generally strongest for small scattering times and lower temperatures. In doing all of this, we have identified the relevance of incorporating a temperature-dependent chemical potential as well.
We expect these results to have experimental application, similar to previous work in transport effects in NbP 25 . We offer a comprehensive study of thermoelectric transport in time-reversal breaking Weyl semimetal. In particular, we speculate these results are apropos to study the putative type-II time-reversal breaking Weyl semimetal YbMnBi 2 .
